INTRODUCTION
Let X be an arbitrary Banach space. An operator T with domain D(T) and range R(T) in X is said to be monotone [7] if
Ilx-yjl<~lIx-y+t(Tx-Ty)l J foreveryx, y~D(T)andt>O.
(
Operators satisfying (1) are sometimes referred to as accretive (see, e.g.,
1-2])
. The accretive operators were introduced by T. Kato [7] and F. E. in 1967. An early fundamental result in the theory of accretive operators, due to Browder [3] , states that the initial value problem 
dt is solvable when T is locally Lipschitzian and accretive on X. Utilizing the existence result for (2), Browder [3] showed that if T is locally Lipschitzian and accretive then T is m-accretive, i.e., (I+ T) X= X. For the Banach space X we shall denote by J the duality mapping from X to 2 x' given by Jx= {f* eX*: II/*ll= = IIxll2 = (x,f*)}, where X* denotes the dual space of X and (.,-) denotes the generalized duality pairing. If X* is strictly convex, then J is single-valued, and if X* is uniformly convex, then J is uniformly continuous on bounded sets; moreover, each of these properties of J characterizes the convexity on the norm of X* (see [12, 13] ). The monotonicity defined in (1) can also be expressed in terms of the duality map J as follows (see [7] ): For each x, y e D(T), there is some j E J(x-y) such that Re(Tx-Ty, j) >~O, (3) and if X is a Hilbert space, (3) is equivalent to the monotonicity of T in the sense of Minty [9] and Browder [1] (see [7] 
If q is a solution of this equation, a sequence {P,,}n%l is constructed which converges strongly to q with IIp,,-qll <~"/211po-qll for some • e (0, 1). Throughout this paper we shall assume that Lp(#), 1 <p < o% has at least two disjoint sets of positive finite measure.
MAIN RESULTS
We shall make use of the following results.
LEMMA [6] . Let X=Lp(I <p< ~). Ifl <p~<2 then
and let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of X. For arbitrary Po in X let x I in K be such that HPo-xlH =infy~KllPo-y]l and let q in K be arbitrary. Then,
and 
is a multivalued monotone operator with open domain D(T) in Lp(2<<.p<~) and f6R(I+ T). Suppose the equation f 6 X+ Tx has a solution q in D( T). Then there exists a neighbourhood

remains in D(T) and converges strongly to q with Ilx,,-q]l = 0(n-1/2) -
Proof Choose tTE Tq such that f=q+{t. Since T is monotone and hence is locally bounded at each interior point of its effective domain [3, 11 ] T is locally bounded at q, and so we can choose B = Bd(q), the closed ball of radius d>0, BcD(T) so that T(B) is bounded. Set (8)° (7) and the induction hypothesis, we obtain so that Remark. Theorem 2 generalizes the theorem of Bruck [5] to Lp spaces for 2 ~<p < oo. Furthermore, the following result generalizes the corollary of [5] .
COROLLARY. Suppose T is a single-valued continuous monotone operator with open domain D( T) in Lp(2 <~ p < ~ ) andre R(I + T). Then there exists a neighbourhood BeD(T) ofq (where q is a solution of x+ Tx=f) such
X oo that for any initial guess x I ~ B the sequence { ,}n= 1 generated from xl by
Xn+l=n(n+l)-lx,-(n+]) l(Tx~-f) remains in D(T) and converges to q with estimate IIx~-qll : O(n 1/2).
The proof is basically the same as the proof of the corollary of [5] and is therefore omitted.
We next turn our attention to the operator equation Proof The existence of q follows from Browder [3] . Observe that if T has local Lipschitz constant L so does S. Also Sq= q, and L2< (fl-1) -j imples e < 1. Since T is locally bounded at each interior point of its effective domain we may choose B 1 = Baj(q), the closed ball of radius d~ > 0 centered at q, in such a way that B 1 cD(T)=D(S) and S(Bx) is bounded.
Suppose T is a single-valued locally Lipschitzian monotone operator with open domain D(T) in X and constant L and that f ~ R(I + T). Let q be a solution of the equation x+ Tx =f Define a mapping S by
Moreover, T (and hence S) is locally Lipschitzian and so there exists B2 = Ba2(q ), the closed ball of radius d2 > 0 centered at q, such that S is Lipschitzian on B 2. Let B = B1 c~ B 2. Starting with x0 e B we obtain Sxo in X and so compute Po = (1 -2)x o + 2Sx o in X. Then xt = R(Po) in B where R: Lp ~ B is the map which assigns to each point x of Lp the unique point of B which is nearest to x. We can now compute P~ by P~ = (1 -2) xt + 2Sx l. Continuing this process the sequence {Pn}n~__l in X is inductively defined by (9) . Using (9), (4a), (3) 
Remark. Theorem 3 is a local version of Theorem 3 of [-6] in which the
operator T was assumed to be globally Lipschitzian.
